style and its legitimacy for cultural/personal expression arises. One classical poet claims, for example, that 'today al-'amudī is the peak of rebellion. It is against us being one voice … Why should we all become prose poets? ' (86) , while a free verse poet insists, 'To express oneself today, you need to give a picture and a stand through a drama, through a story, and symmetry does not allow that ' (94) .
There are several interesting debates that arise as Furani details, in consecutive chapters, the positions of each school of poet. The changing relationship between the poet and the audience is one debate that is well developed, with classicists positing the performance of poetry for audience as the ideal, where as in the more 'modern' forms the relationship becomes more about the poet and the reader, as poetics become a private matter. That the image has superseded sound as a poetic device is another poignant theme. Mention is also made of changed notions of time and history, reflected in particular constructions of prose poetry and the impact of print culture and the rise of global capitalism, but there is perhaps a great deal more to be said on the matter.
Many ideas, however, appear as side notes to the work's major exploration: the idea that poetic transformation is a response to the secular and that the sea-a play on the Arabic bahr, which means at once 'sea' and 'also refers to poetic meter' (1)-has been silenced. This assertion rests on a problematic assumption, however; first is the idea of transformation as a linear process moving away from the classical toward prose poetry, which is problemetized by Furani's own data. To begin, his poetic subjects are contemporaries working in all three forms, and each make a valid case for their chosen mode as appropriate and responsive to contemporary life. Furani's assertion, then, that 'The al-'āmūdī poets remain left out of modernity. They are reactionaries who impede literary progress' (55), seems unfounded. The idea is further undermined by observations from the Cairo Book Fair, where Furani conducts interviews. It is only the poets and the critics, he explains, who show up for the prose poetry readings, while the classical recitations are said to have been by far the most popular in terms of attendance. The idea of a secular age, who is included and who is left out, should surely be assessed in light of these observations, especially since Furani suggests elsewhere that the secular has absorbed religious discourse and 'marked by a distance from Islam' has become its own 'doctrine' (224).
Additionally, one of Furani's foundational assumptions, that 'Poetic forms and forms of life are inseparable' (2), is as intriguing as it is problematic. Indeed, if poetic forms and forms of life are inseparable, and if the secular sets the rhythm of contemporary poetry, what sets the rhythm of
